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"I always pee all over my
Spanx"

QUOTE

-  K im Kardashian



ABOUT PEELUX
Hi,  I 'm Tracy Bech,  inventor of peeLUX. 
 
I  created peeLUX when I  real ized I  wasn't  alone in
not being able to use the bui lt - in opening in
shapewear to use the ladies'  room. 
 
In fact ,  I  real ized MILLIONS of other women shared
my complaint of just having "peed on my Spanx!" 
 
Shapewear empowers women to feel  sexy and
confident at  work,  weddings,  and nights out on the
town. Peeing on our shapewear however, is not
empowering.  
 
peeLUX is here to change that.  peeLUX solves the
ladies'  room debacle of shapewear and holds the
opening open while you use the loo,  quickly and
easi ly.  
 
No more wet shapewear!



PRODUCTS

PEELUX WITH BLACK CASE

Hydrophobic ,  ant i -microbial  peeLUX 
Black waterproof ,  washable case with handle 
Gold tone z ipper and pul l  with turquoise l in ing 

PEELUX WITH WHITE CASE

Hydrophobic ,  ant i -microbial  peeLUX 
Black waterproof ,  washable case with handle 
Gold tone z ipper and pul l  with turquoise l in ing 

SKU: pl-100-bl

$12.00 /  $29.00
MINIMUM ORDER: 12 UNITS ($144)

MINIMUM ORDER: 12 UNITS ($144)
$12.00 /  $29.00

SKU: pl-100-wh





"I never thought I'd get so excited about something to help you in the
bathroom, but I'm sold! Never will I feel anxiety about going to the bathroom

while wearing my Spanx and will have that second glass of wine without
worry!" - R.S. Allen

REVIEWS

"Ingenius. This is the perfect accomplice to an evening of Spanxwearing. The
smooth feeling of getting your Spanx perfectly in place need not be disrupted
by annoying trips to the bathroom. This fits in a clutch bag and inserts easily
(and quickly) for incident-free peeing. No more struggling to get your Spanx

down in time (I mean let's face it, after three children, when I have to go, I have
to GO!) and no more struggle to get them back up and comfortable again.

Thank you peeLUX!" - Jennifer

"Used the peeLUX yesterday at an event for the first time. It worked perfectly.
There was no mess, and most importantly, I didn’t need to take off my dress

and Spanx when I had to use the bathroom." - Claudia



THANK YOU!
FOR MORE INFO, VISIT: WWW.PEELUX.COM/WHOLESALE-APPLICATION

1 541 490 5167 | hel lo@peeLUX.com


